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Mean-field theory is used to model polyelectrolyte adsorption and the possibility of overcompensation of
charged surfaces. For charged surfaces that are also chemically attractive, the overcharging is large in high salt
conditions, amounting to 20–40 % of the bare surface charge. However, full charge inversion is not obtained in
thermodynamical equilibrium for physical values of the parameters. The overcharging increases with addition
of salt, but does not have a simple scaling form with the bare surface charge. Our results indicate that a more
evolved explanation is needed in order to understand polyelectrolyte multilayer buildup. For strong polymer-
repulsive surfaces, we derive simple scaling laws for the polyelectrolyte adsorption and overcharging. We show
that the overcharging scales linearly with the bare surface charge, but its magnitude is very small in comparison
to the surface charge. In contrast with the attractive surface, here the overcharging is found to decrease
substantially with addition of salt. In the intermediate range of weak repulsive surfaces, the behavior with
addition of salt crosses over from increasing overcharging(at low ionic strength) to a decreasing one(at high
ionic strength). Our results for all types of surfaces are supported by full numerical solutions of the mean-field
equations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aqueous solutions containing polyelectrolytes and small
ions are abundant in biological systems, and have been the
subject of extensive research in recent years. When such a
solution is in contact with an oppositely charged surface,
adsorption of the polyelectrolyte chains can occur. Theoreti-
cal descriptions of polyelectrolyte adsorption take into ac-
count the multitude of different interactions and length
scales. Among others they include electrostatic interactions
between the surface, monomers, and salt ions, excluded-
volume interactions between monomers and entropy consid-
erations. Although a full description of polyelectrolytes is
still lacking at present, several approaches exist and use dif-
ferent types of approximations[1–23]. These include linear-
ized mean-field equations[1–6], numerical solutions of non-
linear mean-field equations[7–10], scaling considerations
[7–16], multi-Stern layers of discrete lattice models[17–20],
and computer simulations[21–23].

Experimental studies[24–26] have shown that adsorbing
polyelectrolytes(PE’s) may carry a charge greater than that
of the bare surface, so that the overall surface-polyelectrolyte
complex has a charge opposite to that of the bare charged
surface. This phenomenon is known asovercharging(or sur-
face chargeovercompensation) by the PE chains. When the
overcharging is large enough to completely reverse the bare
surface charge, the resulting charge surplus of the complex
can be used to attract a second type of polyelectrolyte having
an opposite charge to that of the first polyelectrolyte layer.
Eventually, by repeating this process, a complex structure of
alternating layers of positively and negatively charged poly-

electrolytes can be formed. Experimentally, multilayers con-
sisting of hundreds of such layers can be created[24,25],
leading the way to several interesting applications.

A theoretical description of the PE overcharging was pro-
posed in Refs.[6,27,28] based on a mean-field formalism.
The model relies on several approximations for a very dilute
PE solution in contact with a charged surface and in theta
solvent condition. In the high salt limit, the model predicts
an exact charge inversion forindifferent(i.e., noninteracting)
surfaces. In another work[7], the scaling of the adsorption
parameters was derived using a Flory-like free energy. This
work used mean-field theory, but with a different type of
boundary conditions. Using a strongly(nonelectrostatic) re-
pulsive surface for the PE, profiles of monomer concentra-
tion and electrostatic potential have been calculated from nu-
merical solution of the mean-field equations. Several scaling
laws have been proposed and the possibility of a weak over-
charging in low salt condition has been demonstrated. In a
related work[10] we presented simple scaling laws resulting
from the same mean-field equations and for the same chemi-
cally repulsive surfaces. In particular, we addressed the
adsorption-depletion crossover as function of added salt. We
showed that addition of salt eventually causes the polyelec-
trolyte to deplete from the charged surface, and pre-empts
the high-salt adsorption regime described in Ref.[7].

The present paper can be regarded as a sequel to Ref.
[10], offering a more complete treatment of the adsorption
problem for several types of charged surfaces. In particular,
it includes the effect of surface-PE chemical interactions, and
the scaling of overcharging and adsorption in the presence of
added salt. These chemical interactions are found to play a
crucial role in the overcharging, showing that a necessary
condition for the formation of multilayers is a chemical at-
traction of nonelectrostatic origin(complexation) between
the two types of PE chains as well as between the PE and the
charged surface. For chemically attractive surfaces our re-
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sults deviate from those of Refs.[6,27,28]. We find in the
same solvent and surface conditions that the overcharging
does not reach a full 100% charge inversion of the bare sur-
face charge. It rather depends on system parameters and
never exceeds 30–40 % for the physical range of parameters.
Like in Ref. [6], we find an increase of the overcharging with
salt but our numerical results do not agree with the previous
prediction. For repulsive surfaces, several scaling laws are
obtained and agree well with the numerically obtained pro-
files. However, due to the competition between the electro-
static and chemical surface interactions, the overcharging
here is usually quite small, of the order of,1% only.

The paper is organized as follows: the mean-field equa-
tions, used in the past in several other works for PE adsorp-
tion, are reviewed in Sec. II. The following two sections treat
two different types of surfaces. In Sec. III, results for PE
adsorption and overcharging for attractive surfaces are pre-
sented and compared with previous models. In Sec. IV we
derive the scaling of adsorbed PE layers in the case of a
chemically repulsive surface. In Sec. V we present the ad-
sorption and overcharging for the intermediate case of a
weakly repulsive surface. In particular, we show the depen-
dence of PE adsorption on the solution ionic strength. A
summary of the main results and future prospects are pre-
sented in Sec. VI.

II. MEAN-FIELD EQUATIONS AND SURFACE
CHARACTERISTICS

Consider an aqueous solution, containing a bulk concen-
tration of infinitely long polyelectrolyte(PE) chains, together
with their counterions and a bulk concentration of salt ions.
Throughout this paper we assume for simplicity that the PE’s
are positively charged and that the counterions and added
salt are all monovalent. The mean-field equations describing
such an ionic solution have been derived elsewhere[7,10]
and are briefly reviewed here:

¹2c =
8pecsalt

e
sinhsbecd +

4pe

«
sfb

2febec − ff2d, s1d

a2

6
¹2f = vsf3 − fb

2fd + bfecf, s2d

where the polymer order parameterfsr d is the square root of
csr d, the local monomer concentration,fb

2 the bulk monomer
concentration,c the local electrostatic potential,csalt the bulk
salt concentration,« the dielectric constant of the aqueous
solution, f the monomer charged fraction,e the electron
charge,v the second virial(excluded volume) coefficient of
the monomers,a the monomer size, andb=1/kBT the in-
verse of the thermal energy. Equation(1) is the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation where the salt ions, counterions, and
monomers are regarded as sources of the electrostatic poten-
tial. Equation(2) is the mean-field(Edwards) equation for
the polymer order parameterfsr d, where the excluded-
volume interaction between monomers and external electro-
static potentialcsr d are taken into account.

For the case of an infinite planar wall atx=0, Eqs.(1) and
(2) can be transformed into two coupled ordinary differential

equations, which depend only on the distancex from the
surface,

d2z

dx2 = k2 sinhz + km
2 sez − h2d, s3d

a2

6

d2h

dx2 = vfb
2sh3 − hd + fzh, s4d

where z;ec /kBT is the dimensionless(rescaled) electro-
static potential,h2;f2/fb

2 the dimensionless monomer con-
centration,k−1=s8plBcsaltd−1/2 the Debye-Hückel screening
length, due to added salt concentration,km

−1=s4plBfb
2fd−1/2 a

similar decay length due to counterions, andlB=e2/«kBT the
Bjerrum length. For water with dielectric constant«=80 at
room temperature,lB is equal to about 7 Å. Note that the
actual decay of the electrostatic potential is determined by a
combination of salt, counterions, and polymer screening ef-
fects.

The solution of Eqs.(3) and (4) requires four boundary
conditions for the two profiles. The electrostatic potential
decays to zero at infinity,zsx→`d=0. At the surface, we
have chosen to work with a constant surface potential.
Namely, a conducting surface with a potentialc=cs, or in
rescaled variables,zs0d=−uzsu. The results can be easily ex-
tended to the case of fixed surface charge density(which
amounts to fixing the derivative of the potentialudz /dxux=0
=−4plBs).

For the PE profile we also have two boundary conditions.
At infinity, hsx→`d=1, becausefs`d=fb has to match the
bulk value. The special case of a zero bulk monomer con-
centration can be treated by takingfb→0 and working di-
rectly with the nonrescaled concentrationfsxd.

We model separately two types of surfaces. Although the
surface always attracts the oppositely charged PE chains, it
can be either chemically repulsive or attractive. In the case of
a chemical repulsion between the PE chains and the surface,
the amount of PE chains in direct contact with the surface is
set to a small valuehsx=0d=hs. In the limit of a strong
repulsive surface,hs tends to zero and the boundary condi-
tion is hsx=0d=0. Because of the ever-present longer-range
electrostatic attraction with the surface, PE chains accumu-
late in the surface vicinity, resulting in a positive slope
dh /dxu x=0.0.

For chemical attractive surfaces we rely on a boundary
condition often used[6,29] for neutral polymer chains:
dhs0d /dx+hs0d ·d−1=0 whered has units of length and is
inversely proportional to the strength of nonelectrostatic in-
teractions of the PE’s with the surface. The limit ofd→` is
the indifferent (noninteracting) surface limit, while the pre-
vious limit of a strong repulsive surface is obtained by a
small and negatived.

In the following sections we present our results, first for
the chemically attractive surface and then for the chemically
repulsive one.
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III. OVERCHARGING OF CHEMICALLY ATTRACTIVE
SURFACES

In this section we restrict the attention to surfaces that
attract the polymer in a nonelectrostatic(short range) fash-
ion. For example, a possible realization can be a system con-
taining PE chains with hydrophobic groups(like polystyrene
sulfonate) that are attracted to a hydrophobic surface, like the
water-air interface. The short range attraction is modeled by
a surface interaction in a similar way that is used extensively
for neutral polymers via a boundary condition on the poly-
mer order parameter at the surfacex=0:

hs0d =U − d ·
dh

dx
U

x=0
, s5d

where the lengthd was introduced in Sec. II and is inversely
proportional to the strength of the surface interaction.

Close to a surface the polymer has a concentration profile
given in terms of the distance from the surfacex. Within
mean-field theory the adsorbed polymer amount is defined
with respect to the bulk concentrationfb

2 to be

G ; E
0

`

dxsf2 − fb
2d = fb

2E
0

`

dxsh2 − 1d. s6d

We note that the definition ofG manifests one of the defi-
ciencies of mean-field theory where it is not possible to dis-
tinguish between chains absorbed on the surface and those
accumulated in the surface vicinity. The latter will be washed
away when the surface is placed in a clean aqueous solution
and does not participate in the effective PE surface buildup.

Another important quantity to be used throughout this pa-
per is the overcharging parameter defined as the excess of PE
charge over that of the bare surface charge per unit area,s:

Ds ; − usu + fG, s7d

wheres,0 is theinducedsurface charge density calculated
from the fixed surface potentialsz8=−4plBsd in units of e,
the electron charge. Note that in terms of the relative over-
charging parameterDs / usu, −1øDs / usuø0 corresponds to
undercharging, while a positiveDs / usu.0 to overcharging.
The special valueDs / usu=1 indicates afull charge inver-
sion.

We solved numerically the mean-field coupled equations,
Eqs.(3) and(4), with the electrostatic boundary condition of
a fixed surface potentialuzsu (that has a one-to-one correspon-
dence with an induced surface charge densitys) and a non-
electrostatic boundary condition from Eq.(5). The relative
overchargingDs / usu is plotted in Fig. 1 as function of the
amount of salt. The solid line represents our numerical re-
sults, while the dashed one corresponds to a previous predic-
tion [6]. The same system parameters are used for both: the
limit of a dilute PE reservoirsfb=0d, theta solvent condi-
tions sv=0d, a strong ionic strength, and an indifferent sur-
face taken in the limit ofd→` (obtained already ford
ù100 Å). Figure 1 shows an increasing dependence of the
overcharging parameter oncsalt, but does not obey any
simple scaling law. It varies on quite a large range of values
from less than 10%(relative tousu) for csalt.0.1M to about

55% for csalt.5.5M. We never observed for reasonable val-
ues of the parameters a full charge inversion of 100% or
more.

Our results are contrasted with the approximated predic-
tion of Ref. [6]. In the high salt limit the prediction reads

Ds

usu
= 1 +

2a2

3dfusu
csalt, s8d

where we note that in Ref.[6] all lengths are rescaled with
a/Î6. This prediction is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1.
One can see that the linear dependence on salt concentration
is very weak and that for the entire range of salt the result is
dominated by the first and constant term in Eq.(8), giving an
overcharging of 100–110 %. Although the general trend of
an increase inDs / usu appears in both results, there is neither
agreement in the values ofDs / usu nor in the quantitative
dependence oncsalt for a wide range ofcsalt values.

The results of Fig. 1 have been done in the limit of an
indifferent surface modeled byd@k−1. A closer examination
of the overchargingd dependence is presented in Fig. 2.
Both in part(a) for f =0.2 and in part(b) for f =1, our result
and the prediction of Eq.(8) show a similar descending trend
with d. Already for d as small as 100 Å the asymptotic re-
sults for the indifferent surface result is obtained. For smaller
d, the chemical attraction causes a bigger overcharging. The
main discrepancy between our exact solution of the mean-
field equations and Eq.(8) is in the actual limiting value for
d→` and the lack of charge inversion from our results

FIG. 1. The relative overcharging,Ds / usu=sfG− usud / usu, is pre-
sented as a function of the amount of added saltcsalt. The solid line
corresponds to the numerical results(Sec. III), while the dashed line
corresponds to the predictions from Eq.(9) in Ref. [6]. As the
surface potentialuzsu is fixed, s is the numerically calculated in-
duced surface charge. The numerical results show a much lower
overcharging than the predicted ones. Furthermore, the salt depen-
dence of the overcharging is shown to be much stronger. The sys-
tem parameters have been chosen to match those of Ref.[6]. A
dilute aqueous solutionsfb=0d, in theta solvent conditionssv=0d is
used. Other parameters are«=80, T=300 K, uzsu=1.0, a=5 Å, f
=1, d=100 Å.
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(solid line in Fig. 2). Note also that the difference between
the two results cannot be explained by a constant multiplica-
tive factor, and thatDs / usu is smaller for f =1 than for f
=0.2 due to the larger electrostatic repulsion between
charged monomers.

To complete the presentation of the attractive surface we
show in Fig. 3 the dependence of the overcharging oncsalt for

several different values of surface potential, ranging from
uzsu=1 to 0.2. In part(a) the PE absorbed amountG (in units
of Å−2) is shown while in part(b) the dimensionlessDs / usu
is shown. The general trend is an increase of both quantities
with csalt due to the nonelectrostatic attraction of the PE
chain to the surface on one hand and the screening of the
monomer-monomer repulsion on the other. The overcharging

FIG. 2. The relative overcharging,Ds / usu, is plotted against the chemical interaction parameterd, for (a) f =0.2 and(b) f =1. The solid
line corresponds to the numerically calculated relative overcharging, while the dashed line corresponds to the theoretical predictions taken
from Ref. [6]. Unlike the previous prediction, we do not observe a full charge inversion. The calculations are done in high salt conditions
csalt=1M, corresponding to a Debye length of about 3 Å. Other parameters used are the same as in Fig. 1. Although the numerical and
predicted profiles show a similar qualitative dependence withd, they do not coincide, and converge to different values atd→`. For practical
purposes,d=100 Å is already a very good approximation for the indifferentd→` surface.

FIG. 3. (a) The numerically calculated adsorbed amountG=e0
`dxsf2−fb

2d is plotted as a function of the amount of added salt for three
values of the surface potentialuzsu. The solid line corresponds touzsu=1.0, the dashed-dotted line touzsu=0.5, and the dashed line touzsu
=0.2. The adsorbed amount is shown to increase both with the amount of added salt and withuzsu. Other parameters used are as in Fig. 1.
In (b) the same results are plotted forDs / usu as a function of the amount of added salt. The relative overchargingDs / usu is seen to decrease
with uzsu, in contrast toG where it increases[see part(a)]. This implies that the surface charges has a stronger dependence onuzsu than the
adsorbed amountG. Therefore, the adsorbed amount no longer scales withs for attractive surfaces, in contrast to repulsive surfaces,
Eq. (18).
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is less than 100% unless the amount of salt is unrealistically
large. Another observation can be seen from the behavior of
Ds / usu. We clearly see thatDs does not depend linearly on
s since the three differentuzsu give three different curves(no
data collapse).

This very last result should be compared with the chemi-
cally repulsive surfaces which is discussed next and for
which we find thatDs,s.

IV. STRONG CHEMICALLY REPULSIVE SURFACES

The chemical repulsion between the PE chains and the
surface causes the amount of PE chains in direct contact with
the surface to diminish or even be zero for the strong repul-
sive case. The latter limit is incorporated into the mean-field
equations by taking the boundary conditionhs=0, used pre-
viously in Refs.[7,10].

Our assumptions for treating the adsorbed layer are as
follows. (i) Inside the adsorption layer, the electrostatic in-
teractions are assumed to be stronger than the excluded-
volume interactions.(ii ) Using results from Ref.[10], we
assume that the electrostatic potential decays mainly via the
PE adsorption and not via the salt(for weak enough ionic
strength). (iii ) Another assumption is that the electrostatic
potential z;ec /kBT can be written in terms of a scaling
functionz= uzsuhsx/Dd, whereuzsu is the surface potential and
D is the adsorption layer length scale(see also Ref.[10]).
(iv) The last assumption is that the electrostatic potentialz is
low enough so that we can employ the linear Debye-Hückel
approximation.

A. First integration of the mean-field equations

The salt dependence of the adsorption characteristic can
be obtained from the first integration of Eqs.(3) and (4).
Multiplying Eq. (3) by dz /dx and Eq.(4) by dh /dx, and then
integrating both equations fromx to infinity yields

1

2
Sdz

dx
D2

= k2scoshz − 1d + km
2Sez − 1 +E

x

`

h2dz

dx
dxD ,

s9d

a2

12
Sdh

dx
D2

=
1

4
vfb

2sh2 − 1d2 − fE
x

`

hz
dh

dx
dx. s10d

Equation (10) is then multiplied by 2km
2 / f and subtracted

from Eq. (9).
Using ex

`sdz /dxdh2dx=−h2z−2ex
`sdh /dxdzhdx we get

1

2
Sdz

dx
D2

−
km

2 a2

6f
Sdh

dx
D2

= k2scoshz − 1d + km
2 sez − 1d − km

2 zh2

−
1

2f
vfb

2km
2 sh2 − 1d2, s11d

which can be interpreted as the local pressure balance equa-
tion. The first term on the left-hand side(LHS) of Eq. (11) is
the electrostatic field pressure, and the second term is the
pressure arising from chain elasticity. The first and second

terms on the right-hand side(RHS) are the ideal gas pressure
of the salt and counterions. The third term is the pressure due
to the interaction between the electrostatic field and the
monomer concentration, and the last term is the excluded-
volume driven pressure.

For every segment wherez is a monotonic function ofx,
a change of variables fromx to z can be performed. Using
dh /dx=sdh /dzdsdz /dxd in Eq. (11) yields

S1 −
km

2 a2

3f
fh8szdg2DSdz

dx
D2

= 2k2scoshz − 1d + 2km
2 sez − 1

− zh2d −
1

f
vfb

2km
2 sh2 − 1d2.

s12d

Below, for the strong repulsive case, we attempt to produce
approximate solutions to Eqs.(11) and (12), and compare
them to numerical calculations of Eqs.(3) and (4) (see also
Ref. [10]).

Under the above assumptions, the excluded-volume term
in Eq. (12) can be neglected, and expszd and coshszd can be
expanded out to second order inz, yielding

Sdz

dx
D2

−
km

2 a2

3f
Sdh

dz
D2Sdz

dx
D2

= k2z2 + 2km
2 zs1 − h2d + km

2 z2.

s13d

The first term on the RHS relates to the salt ions, the second
to both the monomer and counterion concentrations, and the
third term to the counterion concentration.

B. Scaling of potential and concentration profiles

Under the above assumptions, the dominant term in the
RHS of Eq.(13) is the second one related to the monomer
and counterion contributions. This term changes sign from
negative to positive ath.1. Forh→0 (close to the surface)
the negative sign of the RHS implies that the second(nega-
tive) term of the LHS is dominant:dh /dz.Î3f /km

2 a2. Fi-
nally, it can be shown self-consistently(presented below)
that the first term on the LHS is of orderuzsu3 while the
correction terms on the RHS are of orderuzsu2. Hence close to
the surface we neglect the first term in the LHS,

km
2 a2

3f
Sdh

dz
D2Sdz

dx
D2

= 2km
2 uzus1 − h2d − skm

2 + k2dz2. s14d

On the charged surfaceh=0 and z=−uzsu. Using the
mean-value theorem in the interval of interest 0øhø1 we
get udh /dzuy=ys

.1/uzsu. Substituting the scaling hypothesis
dz /dxu x=0.uzsu /D in Eq. (14) evaluated at the surface yields
an estimate for the layer thicknessD:

D .
a

Î6f uzsu
S1 −

k2 + km
2

2km
2 uzsuD−1/2

.
a

Î6f uzsu
S1 +

1

4
uzsu +

csalt

2ffb
2uzsuD . s15d

The first term of Eq.(15) retrieves the result given in Refs.
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[7,10,12,14]. The other terms include corrections due to the
ionic strength of the solution. As salt is added, the monomer-
monomer electrostatic repulsion wins over the electrostatic
attraction of the PE’s to the surface, resulting in an increase
in the adsorption lengthD, and at very high salt in depletion
[10].

By changingx to the dimensionless lengthx/D, neglect-
ing the excluded-volume term and inserting the potential
scaling hypothesis in Eq.(4), the scaling form for the mono-
mer concentrationfb

2h2 can be derived. The scaling form of
z [see assumption(iii ) above] dictates a similar scaling form:
h=fsxd /fb.ÎfM

2 /fb
2 gsx/Dd, wherefM

2 is the peak mono-
mer concentration, andg is a scaling function normalized to
one at the peak and satisfiesgs0d=0.

To find fM
2 , the peak concentration conditiondh /dz=0

can be inserted in Eq.(13), causing the second term on the
LHS to vanish. Using the scaling forz and D of Eq. (15)
yields

fM
2 = Sfb

2 +
3uzsu2

4plBa2DS1 −
2csalt+ ffb

2

2ffb
2 uzsuD , s16d

where factors depending on the value ofh, the scaling func-
tion for the potential, and its derivative evaluated at the peak
position are omitted for clarity. The above equation is in
agreement with previous results[7,10] calculated in the limit
of no added salt and negligible effect of counterions. As the
amount of salt increases, the monomer concentration charac-
terized byfM

2 decreases, and for large enough amount of
added salt, the peak monomer concentration decreases below
its bulk value—a clear sign of depletion.

The amount of adsorbed monomers in the adsorption
layer is now calculated as a function of ionic strength,

G . fM,0
2 D0F1 −

2csalt+ ffb
2

4f
uzsuS 1

fb
2 +

2

fM,0
2 DG , s17d

where the added subscript zero denotes the known no-salt
limits, fM,0

2 =3uzsu2/ s4plBa2d andD0=a/Î6f uzsu, of the maxi-
mal monomer concentrationfM

2 and adsorption lengthD,
respectively[7,10]. For no added salt, the adsorbed amount
scales like

G = G0 . fM,0
2 D0 , uzsu3/2f −1/2lB

−1a−1. s18d

When salt is added, the surface potential screening is ob-
tained via the PE’s and salt ions. In addition, the adsorbed
amountG decreases as can be seen from the negative correc-
tion term in Eq.(17).

Using the above assumptions, the scaling of the induced
surface charge is

usu = s4plBd−1Udz

dx
U

x=0
,

uzsu
4plBD

,
uzsu3/2f1/2

lBa
. s19d

Comparing this scaling to Eq.(17), we see that the scaling of
s resembles that of the charge carried by the adsorbed
amount fG. Subtracting the two equations shows that the
overchargingDs= fG−s scales likes as well.

The numerically calculated salt dependence of the adsorp-
tion lengthD is presented in Fig. 4(a). The location of the
concentration peak, taken asD, is shown as a function of the
bulk salt concentrationcsalt. The lengthD is shown to in-
crease with the addition of salt, in agreement with Eq.(15)
and with experimental results[26,30]. The salt dependence
of the overall adsorbed amountG;fb

2e0
`sh2−1ddx is pre-

sented in Fig. 4(b). The adsorbed amount is shown to de-
crease steadily with the addition of salt, in agreement with
Eqs. (17). The sharp drop inG is a sign of PE depletion in
high salt conditions, and shows that the higher terms in the
Gscsaltd expansion are negative as well.

We close this section by mentioning that a more elabo-
rated treatment of the overcharging for strongly repulsive
surfaces is presented in the Appendix. We find two different
scaling regimes: one for electrostatically dominated over-
charging and the second for the excluded volume dominated
one. For the electrostatically dominated regime the over-
charging follows the same scaling as the overall PE adsorp-
tion, Ds,G, fs. In the excluded volume dominated regime
its scaling depends on the excluded volume parameter and
yields Ds0. f usuÎlBa2/ sv2fb

2d. In both cases the magnitude
of overcharging is very small as compared to the bares. This
weak overcharging is not sufficient to explain PE multilayer
formation for the repulsive surfaces considered in this sec-
tion. Note that a very different situation exists when the sur-
faces are chemically attractive as discussed in Sec. III.

V. WEAK CHEMICALLY REPULSIVE SURFACES

In Sec. IV, we treated the strong chemically repelling sur-
face, and concluded that the PE-surface electrostatic attrac-
tion is the sole drive for the adsorption. In this section, we
relax the assumption of strong repulsive surfaces, while pre-
serving the dominance of the electrostatic interactions.

The chemical interactions are added into our model via
the amount of PE in direct contact with the adsorbing surface
fsx=0d;fs [or in the renormalized formhsx=0d=hs]. We
note that the case of weakly repulsive surfaces the slope of
the monomer order parameter near the surface must be posi-
tive, udh /dxux=0.0, as explained in Sec. II.

We begin by noting that the mean-field equations(3) and
(4) are invariant to translations in the coordinatex. Namely,
the equations are invariant under a translational transforma-
tion x→x+ l, as long as the boundary conditions are also
transformed in the same manner, i.e.,fsld=fs and
zsld=−uzsu. We note that this is a property of the planar ge-
ometry used in this case, and that for different geometries
such as spherical or cylindrical this shift symmetry is no
longer present.

Using the above symmetry, the adsorption profile charac-
terized byfsxd, zsxd, with boundary conditionsfs0d=fs,
zs0d=−uzsu, can be thought of as part of a larger profile, sat-
isfying zs−ld;−uzs

* u andfs−ld=0 at thex=−l phantom sur-
face. Such a profile, in turn, is exactly similar to the one
discussed in the previous subsection, since the two systems
are connected by the above mentioned translational transfor-
mation. Therefore finding the abovezs

* and l from the given
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fs, uzsu then enables the derivation of the adsorption charac-
teristics in the same manner as discussed in Sec. IV.

This strategy is demonstrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a) the
monomer concentration profiles are presented as a function
of the distance from the surfacex for several surface param-
eters 0,fs,16.2fb and 0, uzsu,1.0. The profiles were ob-
tained by solving Eqs.(3) and (4) numerically using the
boundary conditionshs0d=fs/fb, zs0d=−uzsu close to the
surface andzsx→`d=0, hsx→`d=1 at infinity. In Fig. 5(b)
the same profiles are shown, with a translation in the surface
position. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b), all three profiles col-
lapse on exactly the same profile, showing that all three pro-
files have the same concentration and length scales despite
the difference inuzsu and hs. These scales can be calculated
by using Eqs.(15) and (16), as discussed in the previous
subsection.

Using the scaling relations Eqs.(15) and (16), the above
symmetry yields the following connections betweenuzs

* u, l
and the surface boundary conditionsuzsu andfs:

fs = fM
* gS l

D* D , s20d

zs = uzs
* uhS l

D* D , s21d

whereD* , fM
* are the same as Eqs.(15) and (16) when we

changeuzsu→ uzs
* u. Manipulation of Eq.(21) then yields

uzs
* u =

zs

hsl/D*d
=

zs

h„g−1sfs/fM
* d…

. s22d

Equation(22) can be solved iteratively foruzs
* u potential as a

function of the surface and bulk solution parameters. Inser-
tion of the result into Eq.(21) then givesl /D* .

It is important to note that the inversion of Eq.(21) is
only possible in the region wheref and x are monotonic,
i.e., when the surface monomer concentration is lower than
the maximal monomer concentration on the profilefs

2

,fmax
2 . This condition can also be expressed by the condi-

tion udh /dxux=0.0, showing that the chemical interactions
between the surface and the PE chains must still be repulsive
for the shift strategy to be employed.

We now proceed to solve Eq.(22) for low values of
fs/fM. Using the boundary conditions and Eqs.(3) and (4)
the characteristic functionshsx8d, gsx8d can be expanded in
powers ofx8 to yield gsx8d=a0x8+b0x83+¯ and hsx8d=−1
+a1x8+b1x82+¯. Inserting these expansions into Eq.(22)
and solving to second order infs yields

uzs
* u = uzsuF1 +

a1

a0

fs

fM
G + ¯ . s23d

Note thatfM
2 is now no longer the actual maximal monomer

concentration, but is defined in Eq.(16) as the characteristic
for the monomer concentration, where the real surface elec-
trostatic potentialuzsu is used rather than the phantom surface
potential.

FIG. 4. (a) The width of the concentration profileD, taken as the peak location, is presented as a function ofcsalt, the added-salt
concentration. The dotted line corresponds tof =0.1, the dashed line tof =0.18, the dashed-dotted line tof =0.56, and the solid line tof
=1. Other parameters used are«=80, T=300 K, uzsu=1, a=5 Å, fb

2=10−6 Å−3, v=50 Å3. The length scale of the adsorptionD is seen to
increase with the addition of salt. For high enough added salt concentrations, the concentration peak vanishes altogether, indicating that the
polymer is depleted from the surface. The adsorption-depletion crossover is denoted by a full circle.(b) The total adsorbed amountG
=e0

`dxsf2−fb
2d,cmD is plotted against the amount of added salt. The solid line corresponds tof =0.03, the dashed line tof =0.1, the

dash-dot tof =0.31 and the dotted line tof =1. The adsorbed amount decreases slowly with salt for low amounts of added salt. For high
concentrations of added salt the adsorbed amount decreases sharply to negative values, signaling an adsorption-depletion transition. Other
parameters used are the same as in(a) (reproduced from Ref.[10]).
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We can now turn to calculate the overall adsorption. Re-
turning to the initial assumption that the monomer concen-
tration profile is a part of a larger profile starting atx=−l, the
adsorbed amount can be taken as the total adsorbed amount
from x=−l to infinity, minus the amount adsorbed from
x=−l to the actual surface atx=0:

G =E
0

`

dxsf2 − fb
2d =E

−l

`

dxsf2 − fb
2d −E

−l

0

dxsf2 − fb
2d.

s24d

The first integral in the RHS of Eq.(24) is the overall ad-
sorption of PE to the phantom surface atx=−l, while the
second integral is the PE adsorbed amount between this
phantom surface and the real surface atx=0. Using the ex-
pansion ofgsxd and Eq.(20), we can see that the second
integral is of third order infs/fM, and can be neglected for
low enoughfs/fM. Using Eqs.(17) and (20), Eq. (24) can
be evaluated as

G .
Î3uzsu3/2

4pÎ2lBaf1/2F1 −
2csalt+ ffb

2

4ffb
2 uzsu +

3a1fs

2a0fM,0

3S1 +
2csalt+ ffb

2

12ffb
2 uzsuDG . s25d

As expected, the adsorbed amount increases withfs. How-
ever, the salt dependence of the surface is very different from
the strongly repulsive surface case. For low amounts of
added salt and high enoughfs, the term combining the small
ions andfs is stronger than the salt term, and the adsorbed
amountincreaseswith salt. Whenfs is low, the addition of
salt causes the adsorbed amount to decrease, similar to the

strongly repulsive surface case. In both cases, when the
amount of salt increases to a high enough value, higher order
terms become dominant, and the adsorbed amountdecreases,
similar to the infinitely repulsive case in Fig. 4(b).

The salt dependence of the adsorbed amountG is shown
for severalfs values in Fig. 6(a). The adsorbed amount is
shown to always increase with the amount of monomers at-
tached to the surfacefs

2. For low fs values, the adsorbed
amount decreases with salt, as expected from Eq.(25) and in
agreement with Fig. 4(b). For higherfs values, the adsorbed
amount is seen to increase for low bulk concentrations of salt
and then decrease strongly. In Fig. 6(b) the relative over-
charging is plotted for the samefs values, showing that the
relative overcharging is still a very small effect, even for
weakly repulsive surfaces. This shows that the attractive
chemical interactions between the surface and the PE chains
are indeed crucial for the multilayer formation, and not the
electrostatic interactions alone.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented analytical and numerical calculations
of the mean-field equations describing adsorption of poly-
electrolytes onto charged surfaces. Three surface situations
are discussed: chemically attractive surfaces, and strong and
weak chemical repulsive ones.

The strongest adsorption phenomenon is seen from nu-
merical solution of the mean-field equations for chemically
attractive surfaces. This manifests itself in a large overcharg-
ing of about 40–55 % of the bare surface charge for high salt
conditions. On the other hand, we did not find a full charge
inversion as was predicted earlier in Ref.[6]. This means that
any model[27,28] which tries to explain multilayer forma-

FIG. 5. (a) The numerically calculated monomer concentrationh2sxd is plotted as a function of the distance from the charged surfacex,
for several values ofuzsu and hs;fs/fb. The solid line corresponds tohs=0 and uzsu=1.0, the dashed line with triangle markers tohs

=12.55 anduzsu=0.6, and the dashed-dotted line with square markers tohs=16.2 anduzsu=0.34. All profiles sharecsalt=0.01M, f =1, a
=5 Å, v=10 Å3, fb

2=10−6 Å−3, «=80, andT=300 K. All profiles are found to have the same height in the peak monomer concentration,
despite the difference in the boundary conditions.(b) The same profiles as in part(a), after a shift in thex=0 position is used. The solid line
is not shifted, the dashed line with triangular markers is shifted byDx=2.35 Å, and the dashed-dotted line with square markers is shifted by
Dx=4.12 Å. All three profiles, show a data collapse on the solid line profile, corresponding touzs

* u=1.0.
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tion at equilibrium needs to rely on nonelectrostatic com-
plexation between the cationic and anionic polymer chains,
beside the electrostatic interactions. So far no simple scaling
forms are obtained for the PE adsorbed amount in this case.
However, the adsorbed amount(and the overcharging) are
shown to increase with the salt amountcsalt, and to decrease
with f, the charge fraction on the PE chain as well as withd,
which is inversely proportional to the chemical interaction of
the surface.

For the case of strong chemical repulsion between the
surface and the PE chains, we find a difference in the effect
of salt addition on the width of the adsorbed layerD and on
the adsorbed PE amountG (Fig. 4). The width of the PE
adsorbed layer increases with the addition of salt, while the
overall adsorbed PE amountdecreaseswith the addition of
salt. This difference results from a strong decrease in the
monomer concentration close to the surface upon the addi-
tion of salt. This difference betweenG andD is in agreement
with experimental results of Shubinet al. [30], where silica
surfaces were used to adsorb cationic polyacrylamide
(CPAM). When salt is further added to the solution, the PE’s
stop overcompensating the charged surface, and we are in an
undercompensation regime of adsorption. Previous studies
[10] showed that for even higher amounts of salt, scaling as
csalt, f ufsu, the PE’s deplete from the charged surface. For
such surfaces, the overcharging in most cases is found to
scale like the induced surface charge densitys. For weakly
charged PE’s the overcharging depends on the excluded-
volume parameter and bulk monomer concentration, and
scales as,fs. Very weakly charged PE’s are shown to ad-
sorb to the charged surface, but do not overcharge it. Our

scaling results are in agreement with numerical calculations
of the mean-field equations. For all PE charges, the over-
charging of the PE with respect to a repelling surface is
found to be very small, of the order of 1% of the bare surface
charge. This naturally leads to the conclusion that the over-
charging relies heavily on the chemical interactions between
the surface and the PE chains. It is of much smaller impor-
tance for this type of repulsive surfaces than for attractive
ones considered above.

For weakly repulsive surfaces, we find that the adsorbed
amount increases with the addition of salt for low salt
amounts, and decreases for high amounts of added salt. This
is a natural interpolation between the attractive and repulsive
surface limits. Moreover, the overcharging of the surface
charge remains low, and for high amounts of added salt the
PE again undercompensates the surface charges.

Our results can serve as a starting point for a more quan-
titative analysis of the overcharging phenomena, and provide
for better understanding of multilayer formation.
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FIG. 6. (a) Numerically calculated adsorbed amount of monomersG is plotted against the added salt concentrationcsalt for several values
of hs=fs/fb, for the case of weak chemically repulsive surfaces. The solid line corresponds tohs=5, the dashed line corresponds tohs

=50, and the dashed-dotted line tohs=100. All profiles shareuzsu=1.0, f =1.0,a=5 Å, v=10 Å3, fb
2=10−8 Å−3, «=80, andT=300 K. The

adsorbed amount is seen to increase withhs for all values ofcsalt. For low amounts of added salt, the adsorbed amount is seen to increase
with salt, in contrast to thehs=0 case(strong repulsive surface) in Fig. 4(b), while for high amounts of added salt the adsorbed amount
decreases, in agreement with Fig. 4(b). (b) The relative overchargingDs / usu is plotted against the amount of added salt for the same
parameters as in part(a). Despite the increase in the adsorbed amount, the relative overcharging remains a very small effect. At high salt
concentration, the relative overcharging becomes negative—signaling anundercompensationof the surface charge.
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APPENDIX: SCALING OF THE OVERCHARGING LAYER
IN CHEMICALLY REPULSIVE SURFACES

In order to derive scaling estimates for the PE adsorption
regime, the adsorbed PE layer is divided into two sublayers
around the potential peak pointx;xc. The compensation
layer is defined asx,xc, and consists of PE’s attracted to the
surface mainly by electrostatics. In contrast, in the over-
charging layersx.xcd the PE chains are electrostatically re-
pelled from the surface, but remain in the surface vicinity
solely because of their chain connectivity. For low enough
salt concentrations, the amount of charge carried by the PE’s
in the adsorbed layer is much larger than that carried by the
small ions. In this case, the overcharging can be taken as

Ds ; − usu + ffb
2E

0

`

dxsh2 − 1d . ffb
2E

xc

`

dxsh2 − 1d,

sA1d

where the first integral is the same as Eq.(7), with s being
the induced surface charge on the adsorbing surface. The
second integral in the above equation is taken fromx=xc to
infinity, and describes the PE adsorption in the region where
the electrostatic interaction between the PE and the surface is
repulsive. The integral fromx=0 to xc balances the surface
charge almost entirely for low amounts of added salt, using
the fact thatudz /dxuxc

=0 (Gauss law).
In order to find the amount of polymers in the overcharg-

ing layer, we begin by examining Eq.(11) at the potential
peak,x=xc, where the first term on the LHS vanishes. Ex-
panding the RHS to second order inz without neglecting the
excluded-volume term yields

Ua2

6
Sdh

dx
D2U

x=xc

= fzcshc
2 − 1d +

1

2
vfb

2shc
2 − 1d2

−
f

2
Sk2

km
2 + 1Dzc

2, sA2d

where the values at the peak are denoted byzc;zsxcd and
hc;hsxcd. As shown below,hc decreases with addition of
salt. Therefore, for a large amount of added salt, the LHS of
Eq. (A2) becomes negative(this is true to all orders ofzc and
not only to orderzc

2 as shown here), while the RHS is always
positive, meaning that there is no peak in the rescaled poten-
tial z. This demonstrates that surface charge overcharging
can only occur in low enough salt conditions.

In the overcharging layer, the previous assumptions made
in Sec. III A about the dominance of the electrostatic inter-
actions are not necessarily true. Consequently, the decay of
the PE concentration in this region can be governed by either
one of two interactions: the electrostatic or theexcluded-
volumerepulsion between the monomers. We consider them
as two limits for overcharging.(i) An electrostatically domi-
nated regime,vfb

2shc
2−1d! fzc, where the excluded-volume

term is neglected in Eq.(A2). (ii ) The excluded-volume
dominated regime,vfb

2shc
2−1d@ fzc. Here, the electrostatic

interaction between monomers in Eq.(A2) is neglected. In
both regimes the value ofdh /dx at the peak position is es-
timated from the scaling of the compensation layer to be
udh /dxux=xc

.fM / sfbDd.

1. Strongly charged regime:vfb
2
„hc

2−1…™ fzc

The validity criterion of this regime is similar to the as-
sumptions presented in Sec. IV A, showing that the over-

FIG. 7. (a) Numerically calculated excess adsorptionDG, defined as the PE adsorbed amount from the potential peak to infinity, is plotted
against f. The squares correspond touzsu=0.5, and the triangles touzsu=0.6. Both profiles sharefb

2=10−6 Å−3, v=102Å3, a=5 Å, csalt

=0.1 mM, T=300 K, and«=80. The two profiles can be fitted in the lowf region byDG, f1/2 (dashed line), followed by a highf region
whereDG, f −1/2 (solid line). These scaling results are in agreement with Eqs.(A3) and(A6). (b) DG is plotted against the surface potential
uzsu. The squares correspond tof =0.1, and the triangles tof =0.3. All other parameters are the same as in(a). The two profiles show a scaling
of DG,uzsu3/2, fitted by a solid line, in agreement with Eqs.(A3) and (A6). The constant prefactors in the fitting lines are obtained by
imposing the condition that the fitting line passes through the last numerical data point in the respective regime.
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charging layersx.xcd can be thought of as an extension of
the compensation layers0,x,xcd. Instead of rederivingDs
from Eq.(A2), we can use Eq.(14) and the expressions forD
and fM

2 from Eqs. (15) and (16), which yield zc,uzsu and
hc

2,fM
2 /fb

2. The resulting overcharging scales like the bare
surface charge:

Ds , fGD , fsfM
2 − fb

2dD , usu. sA3d

Note that the effect of added salt in this regime is similar to
the one described in Eq.(17). Namely, the added salt lowers
the surface charge overcharging, in agreement with experi-
mental[30] and numerical[10] results.

2. Intermediate charged regime:vfb
2
„hc

2−1…š fzc

In this regime, the excluded-volume interactions dominate
the decay of the PE concentration. Using the regime validity
condition and neglecting the first term on the RHS of Eq.
(A2) yields an expression for the monomer concentration at
xc:

hc
2 = 1 +Î a2

3vfb
2USdh

dx
D2U

x=xc

+
k2 + km

2

km
2 vfb

2 fzc
2. sA4d

Noting that thedh /dx is continuous atx=xc, we use the
compensation layer scaling estimates to findudh /dxux=xc
.fM / sfbDd. Substituting the latter into Eq.(A4) and ex-
panding to first order in both the ionic strength 2csalt+ ffb

2

=sk2+km
2 d /4plB and the ratio of the bulk and peak monomer

concentrationsfb
2/fM

2 . lBa2fb
2/ uzsu2 yields

hc
2 . 1 +Î 3

2p

uzsu3/2f1/2

ÎlBa2vfb
2F1 −

2csalt+ ffb
2

2ffb
2 uzsu +

2plBa2fb
2

3uzsu2
G ,

sA5d

where Eqs.(15) and (16) are used forD and fM
2 , respec-

tively.
The overcharging is calculated from Eq.(7) where the

characteristic length scale entering the integral is the Ed-
wards length,je=a/Î3vfb

2, depending only on the excluded-
volume interactions and not on the salt. The overcharging
Ds. ffb

2shc
2−1dje is

Ds .
uzsu3/2f3/2

Î2plBfb
2v
F1 −

2csalt+ ffb
2

2ffb
2 uzsu +

2plBa2fb
2

3uzsu2
G .

sA6d

In the limit of no ionic strength(csalt=0 and negligible coun-
terion contribution), the overcharging from Eq.(A6) scales

like Ds0. f usuÎlBa2/ sv2fb
2d. Addition of salt results in a de-

crease of overcharging, similar to what was shown in the
previous subsection for the strongly charged regime.

By comparing the corresponding expressions forfzc and
vfb

2shc
2−1d in both regimes, we conclude that the boundary

between the strongly charged and intermediate regimes oc-
curs atf .3vuzsu / s2plBa2d (see also Ref.[7]). This serves as
a self-consistency test.

We define the adsorption excessDG by integrating nu-
merically the adsorbed amount fromxc to `. Note that in the
low salt limit, fDG.Ds can be thought of as the overcharg-
ing parameter used earlier. It is then possible to make a direct
comparison with the two limits discussed above. The adsorp-
tion excess as a function off is presented in Fig. 7(a). For
small f values,DG scales likef1/2, in agreement with Eq.
(A6), while for larger values off the excess adsorptionDG
scales likef−1/2, in agreement with Eqs.(18) and(A3). These
two limiting scaling behaviors are shown in Fig. 7(a). In Fig.
7(b), DG is presented as a function ofuzsu. The scalingDG
,uzsu3/2, also shown in the figure, is in agreement with Eqs.
(18), (A3), and(A6). We note, by comparing Fig. 4(b) to Fig.
7, that the overcompensating PE’s are of the order of less
than 1% of the total adsorbed amount, showing that the
mean-field overcharging of repulsive surfaces is an ex-
tremely small effect.

3. Undercompensation threshold

So far we presented the case where the PE layer is over-
compensating the surface charge, and discussed it in two
limits of strong and intermediate charged PE’s. In some
range of system parameters the PE charges do not overcom-
pensate the surface ones. The threshold for having thisun-
dercompensationis briefly discussed here.

Re-examining the validity of Eq.(A2), it can be seen that
for high enough salt the third term on the right dominates the
largest of the first two terms when

csalt+
1

2
ffb

2 .
f uzsu
lBa2 sA7d

up to some numerical pre-factors. Note that the same in-
equality is valid in both limits of strong and intermediate
regimes, as long as we are in high salt conditions. It should
be noted that a similar scaling rule was found in Refs.
[1,2,10,14] for the adsorption-depletion crossover. Numerical
results show that the overcharging-undercompensation tran-
sitions indeed have the same scaling, but differ in the con-
stant multiplying the scaling result.
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